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LEADERS IN FORKLIFTS 
Bravo Montacargas is a company specialized 
in the sale, rental and maintenance of forklifts 
of  different types and capacities to meet the 
specific needs of its customers. 

Official distributors of highly prestigious brands 
in the market, they provide specialized service 
and  the most up-to-date technical training to 
guarantee a competitive and quality service. 

With one of the most complete inventories in 
the country, Bravo Monta offers availability of 
original  and equivalent parts and spare parts 
with quality and speed. 

Complements to improve the efficiency of the 
teams. To develop more specific tasks, Bravo 
Forklift  has a portfolio of accessories to improve 
production efficiency for: 

1. Improve operator performance 
2. Reduce costs and damage to equipment. 
3. Better use of spaces

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT 
With a unique understanding of environmental 
responsibility in the industry; Bravo Forklift has 
developed an unprecedented environmental 
commitment in its category.

From the implementation of environmental 
regulations in the facilities, to the development of 
electric forklifts, the efforts of the environmental 
commitment are aimed at:

1. Noise reduction 
2. Vibration reduction 
3. Reduction in fuel consumption.
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444 799 2001 www.bravomontacargas.com

BRANDS AND PRODUCTS
-  Konecranes: Forklifts, stackers, container 
   handlers and trucks.
-  Taylor-Dunn: World leader in versatile, reliable and 
    long-lasting electric and combustion vehicles.

-  Multi-lift: Hydraulic skids, stackers, lifting tables,  
   forklifts and accessories.
-  Capacity: Capacity trucks, Allied Specialty  
     Vehicles, emergency vehicles and small buses.
-  BigJoe: Forklifts.
-  EmerSys: Industrial Batteries.
-  Emrald: Solid rims and industrial wheels.
-  Manitou: Telescopic, rotating, embarking, lifting 
    platforms.

SERVICES 
To maximize the performance of the equipment, 
Bravo Forklift offers the best monthly maintenance  
policy services, preventive maintenance and 
equipment repair services.
They have a fleet of warehouse vans with the 
necessary parts to repair equipment instantly 
and  avoid customer delays.
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Your best partner 
to do business 
in North America.


